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Nazism and the rise of Hitler  

Question 1. 

Why did the USA show unwillingness to get involve in the Second World War 

initially ? Why did it change its attitude afterwards ? 

Answer: 

The USA had resisted involvement in the war. It was unwilling to once again face all 

the economic problems that the First World War had caused. But it could not stay 

out of the war for long. Japan was expanding its power in the east. It had occupied 

French Indo-China and was planning attacks on US naval bases in the Pacific. 

When Japan extended its support to Hitler and bombed the US base at Pearl 

Harbor, the US entered the Second World War. The war ended in May 1945 with 

Hitler’s defeat and the US dropping of the atom bomb on Hiroshima in Japan. 

Question 2. 

Why was the International Military Tribunal set up in Nuremberg at the end of the 

Second World War ? 

Answer: 

At the end of the Second World War the International Military Tribunal was set up 

in Nuremberg to prosecute Nazi War Criminals. The Tribunal prosecuted the Nazi’s 

for crimes against Peace, for War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity. However, 

the Nuremberg Tribunal sentenced only eleven leading Nazis to death. Many other 

imprisoned for life. 
 



Question 3. 

What is hyperinflation ? What were the factors that led to hyperinflation in 

Germany ? 

Answer: 

Hyperinflation is a situation when prices rise phenomenally high. This situation 

occurred in Germany in 1932 due to following reasons : 

• Germany had fought the war largely on loans and had to pay war reparations 

in gold. This depleted gold reserves at a time resources were scarce. 

• In 1923 Germany refused to pay, and the French occupied its leading 

industrial area, Ruhr, to claim their coal. Germany retaliated with passive 

resistance and printed paper currency recklessly. With too much printed 

money in circulation, the value of the German mark fell. 

Question 4. 

Explain the factors which led to the rise of Hitler in Germany. 

Answer: 

The factors which led to the rise of Hitler in Germany were : 

• Germany was compelled to sign the treaty by which she had to pay a huge 

war indemnity. This treaty created the feeling of dissatisfaction among the 

people of Germany. The Weimar Republic was regarded as a symbol of 

national disgrace. Hitler assured the Germans about the restoration of the old 

prestige, so they became his followers. 

• Germany had to face a Great Economic crisis after the First World War. Many 

soldiers were no more in service, so they became unemployed. Trade and 

commerce were ruined. In 1929, there was, however, a great slump in 

Europe. Germany was in the grip of unemployment and starvation. The prices 

rose and the value of money fell. 

• The Germans had no faith in democracy. It was against their culture and 

tradition. They, at once, gave support to a strong man of action like Hitler who 

could turn their dreams into reality. 
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